GUSTATORY SYSTEM AND MASKING THE TASTE OF BITTER HERBS
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ABSTRACT: The oral route is the most easy and favorable route of drug administration. The development of oral formulations containing bitter herbs has widely been required in pharmaceutical and herbal industry. The human gustatory system is capable of identifying five major taste qualities: sweet, sour, salty, bitter and umami (savory). Different receptors and transduction mechanisms are involved in the detection of each taste quality. Many efforts have been focused to improve the palatability in these products that has prompted in the development of numerous techniques of taste masking. Once a method for taste masking is adopted, it becomes apparent to evaluate the effectiveness of the taste masked product. The major hurdle in evaluation of measuring the effectiveness of taste masking is that the taste is a highly subjective property and it varies demographically and with the age and gender. This communication gives a brief account of gustatory system, the receptor and transduction mechanism of bitter taste and various techniques used in taste masking of the bitters. The review also reveals the in-vitro and in-vivo methods for evaluating taste masked efficiency of developed product. Finally, the review concludes that proper choice of method for taste masking method is essential and it might depend on the properties of the herbs.

INTRODUCTION: In herbal medicine there is a class of herbs called bitters. Bitters or healing herbs are a diverse group of chemical compounds that share the common characteristics of bitter taste. Traditionally it is a flavor that is universally disapproved to characterize unpleasant sensation, harshness and feelings extremely difficult to bear. Yet it is also flavor used in culture the world over to strengthen digestion, cleanse the body and built vitality, in short considered as an ingredient essential for good health. The patient experience matters when it comes to how herb/ drug product is delivered. If herbs/ drug leave a bitter or otherwise unpleasant taste in the mouth, the patient may reject the product leading healthcare providers to look for alternatives or to mask the bitterness becomes essential. Masking bitterness is perhaps the number one candidate for taste modifiers. Taste masking of bitters has been the subject of substantial research. In order to get the reasoning behind this research, a basic understanding of anatomy and physiology of taste is necessary.

Gustatory system of human being: Human body contains several chemoreceptors that can respond to chemicals. The two major chemoreceptive senses are smell (olfaction) and taste, also called as gustation. There are many flavors that can be experienced.
However, there are only 5 basic tastes- sweet, salty, bitter, sour and umami (delicious). Some taste preferences are inborn for example, natural preference for sweet while bitter substances are rejected.

Taste receptor cells reside primarily in the tongue but also are in significant number in the soft palate, oesophagus, epiglottis and larynx. The tongue has three types of papillae (i.e. taste sensitive structures) that contain taste buds, these are:

1. Fungiform papillae, located at most anterior part of the tongue and appear as red spots;
2. Foliciate papillae, present at the edge of the tongue; and
3. Circumvallate papillae present at the back of tongue (Fig. 1).

How bitter taste is perceived: When taste receptor is activated by the bitter or otherwise appropriate chemical on dissolution, its membrane potential changes, called as receptor potential. As a result, depolarization of receptor potential occurs that causes Ca++ to enter the cytoplasm (Fig. 3). The Ca++ subsequently causes the release of neurotransmitter.

The taste receptors are clustered in organelles called as taste buds. Each taste bud contains basal cells, taste receptor cells and supporting cells (Fig. 2).

The basal cells differentiate into receptor cells that are continually renewed every 10-14 days. The receptor cells (50-150) are arranged like segment of an orange and contains sites of sensor transduction. Each taste bud contains afferent (sensory) nerves.
The taste ligand may either bind or pass as summarized below:

a. Pass directly through an ion channel (salt and sour)

b. Bind to and block ion channels (sour and bitter)

c. Bind to and open ion channels (some sweet amino acids)

d. Bind to membrane receptors that activate 2nd messenger systems that in turn open or close ion channels (sweet and bitter).

**Masking of bitter taste of herbs:** In order to effectively mask a taste, developers first need to understand the type of interactions that can occur in a composition/formulation matrix, as well as interactions occurring over the tongue. On the basis of perception, taste-masking can occur at two different levels: they can occur in-mouth (peripheral interactions; e.g. taste inhibition) or at the brain level (central cognitive interactions; e.g., mixture suppression).

Therefore, the techniques used for taste-masking are also based on these two phenomena. However, the third method can also to include other technologies for eliminating the source of the undesired taste, such as encapsulation or target elimination of the bitter compound. Here are described three approaches that can be used for targeted masking.

1. **Bitter Taste masking by Inhibition of receptors (Peripheral Interactions):** A number of possible interactions can happen when two compounds are placed in the mouth together. There is always possibility that one compound would interfere with taste receptor cells or taste transduction mechanisms associated with another compound, which could lead to enhancing or suppressing the taste. Many efforts have been focused on finding blockers for specific bitter taste, as it would provide a means for reducing bitter-taste. However, since there are several receptors for bitter perception, it is difficult to find a single (universal) compound that can inhibit stimulation of all the bitter taste receptors. Compounds like Zinc and Sodium salts at particular concentration have been known to mask the bitter taste. Scientists have found that a lipoprotein, PA-LG made of phosphatidic acid (PA) and β-lactoglobulin (β-LG), selectively suppresses the taste responses to bitter substances.

Riboflavin-binding protein (RBP) from chicken egg was also found to be a bitter inhibitor. RBP elicited broadly tuned inhibition of various bitter substances including quinine-HCl, naringin, theobromine, caffeine, glycyrl-L-phenylalanine (Gly-Phe), and denatonium benzoate, whereas several other proteins, such as ovalbumin (OVA) and β-lactoglobulin, were ineffective in reducing bitterness of these same compounds.

Research in this area has recently focused on receptor-based assays, where different compounds are tested directly on the target receptor and are screened for either activation or suppression of the taste signal.

2. **Bitter Taste masking by using Mixture Suppression (Central Cognitive Interactions):** Gustatory stimulants contained in a mixture often evoke responses different from those elicited when they are presented alone. In short, when one taste (masker) is strong enough, it can completely mask another taste (target) of different quality. This principle is exemplified in the lozenge dosage form where sugar is used to mask the bitter taste of a medicine. In this particular case, the sugar is not necessarily interacting with bitter receptors in the mouth; the suppression is happening at a higher level, where taste and smells are normally integrated to deliver what is known as flavor.

Mixture suppression is taking place in the brain. But suppression is not restricted to only taste-taste interactions. One could think that if aromas are capable of enhancing certain tastes (e.g. furaneol has been shown to enhance sweet taste), then it could also be expected that certain aromas can suppress taste perception. But it is not very successful for highly bitter and highly water soluble drugs. Artificial sweeteners and flavors are generally being used along with taste masking techniques for
improving characteristics of the dosage form. Cooling effect of taste masking agents such as menthol reduces the bitterness of the drug. Combination of citric acid and sodium bicarbonate with certain flavors masks the bitter taste of certain drugs like chlorpheniramine maleate and phenylpropanolamine. Aspartame is used as prominent sweetener in providing bitterness reduction. 0.8% concentration of aspartame is effective in reducing the bitterness of 25% acetaminophen. Starch, lactose and mannitol have also exhibited taste masking properties of caffeine. Temporary numbing of taste buds by certain anesthetizing agents such as phenol and sodium phenolate has also been used to mask the unpleasant taste of drugs such as aspirin. This anesthetic agent numbs the taste buds sufficiently within 4 to 5 seconds and helps to mask bitter taste.

CO₂ producing substance like citric acid or tartaric acid with sodium bicarbonate can also reduce bitter taste of formulation. The carbonated water partly disguises unpleasant taste of saline medicaments that are administered as effervescent granules or tablet. Increasing the viscosity with thickening agents such as gums or carbohydrates can lower the diffusion of bitter substances from the saliva to the taste buds. This provides a taste masked liquid preparation for administration of a relatively large amount of unpleasant tasting medicines. The composition of such a formulation comprises a taste-masking liquid base with a high viscosity induced by thickening agents such as polyethylene glycol and sodium carboxymethylcellulose.

Pellets of Bitters: Pellets for herbal preparation application are defined as spherical, free-flowing granules with a narrow size distribution (between 500- 1500 µm). The pelletization process consists of the agglomerates of fine powders of the herbs and excipients including the taste masking, into spherical units. The extrusion/ spheronization pelletization process comprises of five unit operations: blending, wet massing, extrusion, spheronization and drying.

During extrusion the wet mass is forced through a restricted cross-section of different sizes and types. The extrudes so formed are broken into small cylinders with length equal to their diameter and rounded during spheronization step. At the end of the spheronization process, the wet pellets are dried.

Another important and modified method of preparing matrix pellets is using hot-melt extrusion. This method is generally used when the herbs or its actives are sensitive to the water and/or rigorous drying conditions. In this method the herbal particles and meltable materials are bound together into agglomerates.

Melt extrusion process consists of three basic steps: melting or plasticizing a solid material, shaping the molten material and solidification of material into desired shape during spheronization.

3. Bitter Taste masking by Encapsulation: When taste inhibition or mixture suppression fails to elicit the optimal taste there are other strategies that can be applied. Masking bitter taste through encapsulation can be an important solution for bitter herbs/drugs.

Microencapsulation is a process of applying relatively thin coating to the bitter herb/drug particles. The two main technologies available for microencapsulation are spray-drying of emulsions and coacervation.

a. Spray drying of emulsion containing bitter: Spray drying is another cost-effective techniques for the taste masking of bitters. The most common and widely used technique and then spray-dry the emulsion. In this method, the mixtures of bitter and ingredients of emulsions are homogenized using high-speed homogenizer.

The variables like mixture composition, time and intensity are optimized. Later the homogenized emulsion is subjected to spray-drying using spray dryer where inlet gas temperature, outlet gas temperature, feed intensity and frequency of the atomizer disk rotation is monitored.
b. **Microencapsulation of Bitters using Coacervation technique:** The coacervation phase separation consists of three steps$^{18}$ – the first step involves the formation of three immiscible chemical phases comprised of solvent or vehicle phase, a coating material phase and the bitter herb/drug phase. The bitter herb/drug is dispersed in the coating material followed by the dispersion of this mixture into the solvent or liquid vehicle phase.

The coating material phase is different from the solvent or liquid vehicle phase so that either by changing the temperature or addition of electrolyte or by inducing polymer-polymer interaction, phase separation can be achieved. After applying the phase separation technique, in the step two, the polymer in liquid deposits on to the herb/drug particles. In the third and final step the rigidization of the coating material is done generally by thermal cross linking technique.

4. **Bitter Taste masking using other techniques:**

a. **Coating of Bitter Herbs:** Coating of particles is an important unit operation in the pharmaceutical industry. The coating of individual bitter particle with other smaller particles is commonly carried out to improve the taste characteristics of bitters. There are techniques to achieve this – wet particle coating and the dry particle coating. The dry particle coating is technology to coat particles without using organic solvent or water dispersion. In this method, relatively large particle size bitters are coated with fine particles (guest). The adhesion of these particles is made using mechano-chemical treatment or using plasticizer$^{19}$.

b. **Entrapping of Bitter herbs in inclusion complex forming agents:** The ring shaped excipient such as cyclodextrin bind certain bitter materials or flavors in their inside and therefore stop them from being perceived by the senses of taste and odor.

β-Cyclodextrin is the most widely used complexing agent for inclusion type complexes. It is a sweet, nontoxic, cyclic oligosaccharide derived from starch. Cyclodextrin has a donought- shaped three-dimensional structure. Their inside is hydrophobic and their outside is hydrophilic. The inner cavity, therefore, attracts the hydrophilic molecules, and the hydrophilic exterior makes them suitable for formulations$^{20}$.

c. **Ion exchange resinate Bitter herbs complexes:** Complexes between ion exchange resins and drugs (known as resonates) have been used in pharmaceutical formulations for several decades. Ion exchange resins can be described quite simply as insoluble polyelectrolytes. They are insoluble polymers that contain ionizable groups distributed regularly along the polymer backbone.

Resinates being insoluble has no taste. This makes them excellent excipients for taste masking. However, this technology works well as long as rate of release of drug on contact with saliva is sufficiently slow. Use of resinate is particularly useful in liquid formulations. There are several examples of the use of this technology in the marketplace however, no literature on use of resinate with bitter herbs has been reported$^{21}$.

**Methods to evaluate the effectiveness of taste masking of Bitter herbs:** Taste is highly subjective property and hence it becomes limitation for measuring the effectiveness of taste masking method. The evaluation of taste is fundamentally different than evaluation of herb drug efficacy where therapeutic benefits are usually directly measurable. Literature survey reveals that there are two types of methods that are used to evaluate taste masking effectiveness. The first method is in vivo where human panels are used to rate the taste of the product. While in the second method, in vitro method, attempts are made to measure the parameters closely correlated to taste.
In vivo evaluation (to determine bitterness value): The bitterness of herbs can be determined by the method described by WHO. Or European Pharmacopoeia or mentioned elsewhere in the literature. In this method, the herb bitter taste is compared as threshold bitter concentration (TBC) with the TBC of a dilute solution of quinine hydrochloride R. The bitterness value (units/g) is computed from equation as:

\[
\text{Bitterness Value} = \frac{(2000 \times C)}{A \times B}
\]

Where \(A\) = the concentration of the herbal stock solution in (mg/ml); \(B\) = the volume (in ml) of herbal solution with threshold bitter concentration, and \(C\) = the quantity of quinine hydrochloride R (in mg) with threshold bitter concentration.

The test is performed by human volunteer. For ethical reasons the human taste panel volunteers comprise of healthy human adults. As sensitivity varies from person to person, the same person should taste both the material within a short space of time. A certain amount of training is required to be given to the members of the taste panel. A person who does not feel the bitter taste after consuming 10 ml of solution of quinine hydrochloride R in 0.058 mg concentration is not include in the test panel for taste.

In vitro evaluation:

Dissolution method: The problem of bitter taste is severe in liquid, chewables and fast dissolving preparations and objectionable taste leads to poor patient compliance. So far we have reviewed that there are two main techniques known in the art of masking the bitter taste of herbs/drug. The first is to add flavors or other material that can hide the objectionable taste. And the second is to limit the dissolution of the active substances in the saliva. Huges, for the first time introduced the dissolution method for in vitro evaluation of taste masked preparation. The concept of this method is very simple. Incomplete dissolution of taste masked product is highly desirable property. The buccal residence time is usually short, few minutes, depending on saliva secretion rates. The undissolved components are removed from the mouth by swallowing and their residence time is of the order 5-60 seconds.

In this method thus, the release medium used has composition similar to saliva and small volume of (5 ml).

The result of this method is that a transient dissolution curve can be generated whereby the peak concentration can be correlated with the taste intensity (time of experiment 2 minutes).

Electronic tongue method: The electronic taste sensing apparatus also called as e-tongue (ALPHA MOS, France) is being recommended for pharmaceutical use. The e-tongue has seven different sensors that are chemically modified field effect transistors. The e-tongue can recognize biological taste at three levels- the receptor level (taste buds in human probe membrane in e-tongue); the circuit level neural transmission in humans transducer in the e-tongue) and; the perceptual level (cognition in the thalamus in humans, computer and statistical analysis in the e-tongue).

CONCLUSION: Taste masking concept is most important while formulating oral herb preparations when used especially for paediatric and geriatric populations, who directly reject the bitter taste. Further the taste masking of bitter herbs can provide competitive advantage to manufacturing companies, particularly to the over the counter (OTC) products containing bitter herbs as the consumers will choose the brand that has overcome the bitter taste.
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